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How the Center for 
Innovative Education - 
CIE works?
The Center fulfils its objectives through:

 > Creating partnerships between higher education 
institutions, vocational learning centers, local and 
regional authorities aiming at their international 
development and having positive inf luence on  
the local and regional labour market.

 > Creating and joining transnational consortia for EU 
and EEA&Norway Grants aiming at labour market 
enhancement and innovative learning solutions (in 2021 
the total value of CIE’s projects exceeded €5,5 mln).  

 > Sharing and promoting good practices and generating 
opportunities to develop educative innovations 
expected by the employers i.e. through organisation 
of the New Education Forum in Brussels and its Regional 
Meetings (Warsaw, Berlin, Turin, Edinburgh, Sopot, 
Opole, Poznań, Aberdeen, Santander, Limerick, Olsztyn).

 > Developing CIE’s own solutions and offering workshops  
for teachers, trainers, local governments, students,  
i.e. “Transversal competencies in outdoors”,  
“Vocational schools support”, MENTOR.

What is CIE?
Created in 2015, the Center is a foundation operating 
at the European level, with its seat in Poland.

Our mission is to reduce the imbalances between 
education system and labour market in the European 
regions and cities, especially those risking depopulation.

Our vision is:

 > To be the leader in developing and promoting 
innovative education tools, which have an effective 
and measurable inf luence on the European regions 
and cities.

 > To advise regional and local governments in tailor-
made development and implementation of such tools.

 > To be a reference point at global level f inding solutions 
for regions and cities meeting labour market challenges.

What is the purpose 
of CIE creation?
The Center emerged as an evolution of the international 
platform for social innovation Konkordia (2009 – 2015)  
with the goal to increase the effectiveness of partnerships 
between education systems and labour market 
stakeholders.

Three areas of CIE’s specialization are:

TABLE OF CONTENTSABOUT THE CENTER FOR INNOVATIVE EDUCATION
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FOREWORD INTRODUCTION

Tomasz Frankowski
Member of the European Parliament,  
Member of the Committee on Culture and Education

Joanna Bochniarz
General Director 
Center for Innovative Education

It is my great pleasure to welcome all the participants to the 
sixth New Education Forum Brussels.

This year’s Forum addresses the topic of the transversal com-
petencies as essentials for creating successful professional 
and social pathways. We will celebrate the Brussels Forum 
with extensive presentation and knowledge shared by the 
European Parliament Members and European Commission  
representatives, including Mariya Gabriel, the EU Commissio-
ner for Innovation, Research, Culture, education and Youth.

The  2020 third edition of the Future of Jobs Report  
of the World Economic Forum provided a global overview 
of the top 15 employees’ skills for 2025. Among them, 
transversal competencies are, more then ever, at the top 
value of employers: 

1. Analytical thinking and innovation 
2. Active learning and learning strategies 
3. Complex problem-solving 
4. Critical thinking and analysis 
5. Creativity, originality and initiative 
6. Leadership and social inf luence 
7. Technology use, monitoring and control 
8. Technology design and programming 
9. Resilience, stress tolerance and f lexibility 

10. Reasoning, problem-solving and ideation 
11. Emotional intelligence 
12. Troubleshooting and user experience 
13. Service orientation 
14. Systems analysis and evaluation 
15. Persuasion and negotiation 

Acknowledging the employers’ expectations, we would 
like to talk about the issue of the European NEETs - young 
people not engaged in education, employment or training. 
Their situation presents a challenge for all European regions. 
According to the Eurostat, currently 19,5% of the EU popu-
lation aged 15–25 are NEETs. We will refer to the outcomes 
of the “From Outdoors to Labour Market” (FOLM) project 
coordinated by the Center for Innovative Education since 
2018. Overall, FOLM reached 990 Spanish, Polish and Irish 
NEETs changing lives of 83% of them bringing them back 
to education or activating them on the European labour 
market. Taking into the account the growing deficiency of 
employees in Europe, it is especially essential to reengage 
the youth into the society and (re)introduce them into the  
labour market.  

Further, we will elaborate whether such solutions as out-
door learning can be inserted in the formal education. We 
must seek new ways to strengthen connection between 
learning models and training systems and labour markets 
and seek for such innovative solutions as FOLM to be more 
accessible when f inanced by the EU funds.

I do not have any doubts that this NEF Brussels outcomes 
will constitute valuable models for a societal engagement 
of our youth. I would like to wish you all a fruitful discussion!

Dear Guests,

I am pleased to be the Honorary Ambassador to the New 
Education Forum once again. I take this occasion to warmly 
welcome all participants of NEF Brussels initiative.

Over the last 6 years, this event has proven that we need 
a platform to promote innovative learning solutions. Lately, 
The Covid-19 pandemic we have been experiencing, high-
lighted many challenges that teachers, students, parents, 
institutions and leadership at all levels are facing. It is sure 
that educational changes are more than ever necessary 
in order to adjust to the challenges such as security and  
migration, environment issues, radicalization, disinformation,  
demographic challenges and rapid development on the  
labour market.

This Brussels Forum concentrates on transversal competen-
cies, which can be strengthened through outdoor activities. 
Being a professional football player for over 20 years, I can 
state from my own experience that being outdoors is not 
only about healthy living and sports, but much more. Natu-
ral surroundings tend to help us to concentrate on building 
effective nourishing relations with others and have an im-
pact on cognitive skills such as concentration and attention. 
It will be my pleasure to learn during this Forum on the re-
sults of “From Outdoors to Labour Market” project, which 
used the wilderness of Poland, Spain and Ireland to bring 
990 European youth back to employment and education.

Further, I look forward to hearing representatives of the 
European institutions addressing the pressing issue of a 
“green transition” which will require new mindsets and, 
again, transversal competencies. Rapidly evolving Internet 

technologies, Industry 4.0, biotechnology and artif icial intel-
ligence have signif icant impact on the European societies. In 
the same time, we must take action to protect the natural 
environment but also promote ethical dimension of digitali-
sation, equity, social cohesion, active citizenship, innovation 
and entrepreneurship. Therefore, embedding outdoor lear-
ning in the formal education appears to be a humanitarian 
idea for the future. Not only our youth will strengthen their 
soft skills, but their awareness on the fragility of the natural 
ecosystems will surely raise.

Lastly, as mentioned in the OECD’s Back to school 
Coronavirus Report, in the times of pandemic most of the 
European schooling has been fundamentally disrupted. The 
existing def iciencies and the insuff icient transformation 
of the digital education were fully exposes during the 
lockdown. Many students have fallen behind and the risk 
of early school leaving has risen signif icantly. This learning 
loss has been particularly painful for disadvantaged children 
and youth. Moreover, many students experienced and are 
still experiencing emotional distress such as post-traumatic 
stress symptoms or anxiety.

For decision makers this may be yet another opportunity 
to encourage more inclusive environment where digital and 
outdoor learning are included in formal education. I strongly 
support the share of our good practices and innovative le-
arning solutions between institutions, organisations and re-
gions. This is why I am looking forward to see the results of 
this Forum and I wish all participants a constructive debate.  

Thank you
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AGENDA of the Annual Meeting of the New Education Forum, On-line formula
26th of JANUARY, 2022

9.00 – 9.15

Registration. 
 

9.15 – 9.35

Welcoming statements.

Opening by

• Joanna BOCHNIARZ
General Director, CIE

• Mariya GABRIEL
Commissioner for Innovation, Research, 
Culture, Education and Youth (video message)

• Tomasz FRANKOWSKI 
Member of the European Parliament,  
CULT Committee

9.35 – 10.15

The story of success –  
Outdoor learning as an effective 
way to activate youth.

The FOLM project has brought very good news: 
most of FOLM beneficiaries have successfully 
returned to the labour market or studies. 
How have we managed to motivate young people? 
What expectations the participants had and what 
challenges they met at the FOLM journey? How can 
we implement this model in other regions?

• Dorota CZARZASTA-WARDYN
Outdoor Learning Coordinator,  
Food Bank in Olsztyn

• Patricia GARCIA
Institutional President, Femxa Group

• Jule HILDMANN (PhD)
Senior Research Fellow,  
The University of Edinburgh

10.15 – 11.00

Diagnosis:  
transversal competences of 
youth and labour marketneeds.

We have a lack of workers all over Europe and 
a whole generation in countries such as Spain, 
Poland or Italy is lost because of overqualification. 
What solutions can we expect from politicians and 
how they meet the expectations of the employers?

Moderation by 

• Joanna BOCHNIARZ
General Director, CIE

• Robert PLUMMER
Senior Adviser for Social Affairs, 
BusinessEurope

• Monika HACKEL (DR.)
Head of Structure and Order  
of Vocational Training, BIBB

• Tim SCHREIBER
Policy Off icer, European Commission,  
DG Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion,  
Unit B.3- Vocational Education and Training

11.00 – 11.15 

Coffee Break.

11.15 – 12.00

Good practices in Outdoor 
Learning for VET across Europe.

The different landscapes and cultures across 
Europe present a diversity of good practices 
relevant to Outdoor Learning in VET. This 
moderated round table engages Outdoor 
Learning experts from five different countries 
in a discussion with the audience about what 
valuable insights and first-hand practices we can 
learn from each other to develop and expand 
the benefits of taking VET into the outdoors.

Moderation by 

• Jule HILDMANN (PhD)
Senior Research Fellow,  
The University ofEdinburgh

• Simon WHITE
Operations Resource Manager,  
The Venture Trust

• Maximiliano Prieto MONSON
OL Programme Director,  
Madrid Outdoor Education; Co-Coordinator, 
Adventure Therapy Europe

• Holger HAUG
Co-founder Centrum für Erlebnispdagogik;  
Co-owner, Die Seminarschneider

• Jakub DOROSZ
Head of Outdoor Learning, CIE

• Ged DOWLING
Co-founder, Terra Firma

The New Education Forum Brussels

Crossroad for VET and Outdoor
The annual New Education Forum Brussels in January 2022 will give a chance of presenting the effects 
of Outdoor Learning applied to youth activation thanks to the “From Outdoors to Labour Market” (FOLM) 
project. Based on the great results of FOLM project (83% ratio of success among 1.000 youth), the Center 
for Innovative Education and its partners want to open a wider discussion about Outdoor Learning. 

This year we will focus on:

• how to apply Outdoor Learning to VET in a formal education (including upskilling and reskilling),
• how we can strengthen the labour market thanks to Outdoor Learning, and
• what skills European Union employers are searching for in the potential employees.

AGENDA of the Annual Meeting of the New Education Forum, On-line formula
26th of JANUARY, 2022
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NEW EDUCATION FORUM 2022

I n v i t a t i o n
to the New Education Forum
Wa r s a w  ︱  M a y  24 t h -2 5 t h ,  2 0 2 2

12.00 – 12.45

Challenges for the future. How 
to increase the implementation 
of Outdoor Learning in formal 
education.

Nowadays employers search for employees with 
adaptive capacity, who are proactive, with ease to 
work in teams, solve problems and think creatively. 
Every day more institutions switch to work within 
a structure based on projects instead of hierarchies. 
Creating transversal, cognitive teams is essential 
if we are to adapt to the needs of today’s societies. 
Outdoor learning is one of the most effective 
methods to strengthen transversal competencies 
and self-development. How can we increase the 
presence of Outdoor Learning at the EU level? 

Moderation by

• Joanna BOCHNIARZ
General Director, CIE

• Michael TEUTSCH
European Commission, DG Education and 
Culture, Unit B.2 Schools and Multilingualism

• Arnold KŁONCZYŃSKI
Vice–Rector, University of Gdańsk

• Brando BENIFEI
Member of the European Parliament,  
EMPL Committee

• Paz DIAZ NIETO
General Director for European Funds  
of the Cantabrian Government

12.45 – 13.00

NEF Brussels Closing: 
summary and recommendations. 

• Brando BENIFEI
Member of the European Parliament,  
EMPL Committee

• Sabine VERHEYEN
Member of the European Parliament,  
CULT Chairwomen (video message)

• Joanna BOCHNIARZ  
General Director, CIE

AGENDA of the Annual Meeting of the New Education Forum, On-line formula
26th of JANUARY, 2022
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Dr. Monika HACKEL 
Head of Department 2 Structure 
and Regulation of VET at the Federal 
Institute for Vocational Education and 
Training in Germany (BIBB). 

Her special focus lies on the analysis, conception  
and evaluation of qualification and certification concepts 
in VET. Another Research interest lies on technological 
innovation and education. Dr. Hackel is member of the 
German Society for Ergonomics and Work Science (GfA)  
and the International Society for Cultural and Activity  
Research (ISCAR). 

Joanna BOCHNIARZ
CEO of the Center for Innovative 
Education

CEO of the Center for Innovative Education and co-creator 
of the New Education Forum. Since 2004 she is a creator 
of educational programs addressed to school communities, 
business, national and regional governments. Previously 
a business lawyer at the international law firm (1994-2009). 
She is University of Warsaw and ESADE Business School alumni.

Brando BENIFEI 
Member in the European Parliament 

Brando Benifei is an Italian MEP. He is head of delegation of 
Partito Democratico in the European parliament and he is 
currently serving his second term. He is substitute member 
of the Committee on Employment and Social Affairs (EMPL) 
and has recently been appointed Rapporteur for the Artificial 
Intelligence Act in the Committee on Internal Market and 
Consumer Protection (IMCO). 

Kuba DOROSZ
Head of Outdoor Learning, CIE

Trainer of the Outdoor Learning method developed by the 
University of Edinburgh - certified by Scottish Venture Trust 
instructors. A traveler and organizer of extreme survival 
expeditions to secluded corners of Asia and Europe.  
Co-creator of training programs in the field of survival,  
urban survival, bushcraft, navigation and the unique program 
of the 140-hour course of Survival Simulations Survival.

Mariya GABRIEL 

The European Commissioner for 
Innovation, Research, Culture, Education, 
Youth and Sport

Between 2017 and 2019, Mariya Gabriel was Commissioner 
for Digital Economy and Society. She was elected Member 
of the EP in 2009, 2014 and 2019. She is First Vice-President 
of the EPP, and since 2012 Vice-President of EPP Women.

Hoger HAUG
Co-owner „Die Seminarschneider“, 
consulting – training (VET), Germany
Co-founder and instructor/trainer 
(experiential learning) „CEP - Centrum 
für Erlebnispädagogik“

Graduate computer scientist (University of applyed science in 
Würzburg, Germany). Outdoor Adventure Eduacation.
Over twenty years experience in vocational education training 
and team development.

Dorota
CZARZASTA-WARDYN

Outdoor learning coordinator in Food 
Bank in Olsztyn,  
Master of management and social 
animator, mental trainer, coach

She has more than 20 years’ experience in working 
with people all around the world and supporting them 
in developing their social and professional competences. 
In work she combines management, economy, social animation, 
sport psychology and love of nature. In the FOLM project, 
she mainly dealt with project management and its adaptation 
to Polish conditions.

Ged DOWLING
Co-founder, Terra Firma 

Ged holds an Honors Degree in Outdoor Education 
and has various outdoor qualifications, including Mountain 
Leader. Ged has used his personal and professional skills  
in a variety of applications in outdoor learning .
Ged and his partner run a social enterprise which focuses 
on environmental education and sustainable tourism. 

Tomasz FRANKOWSKI 
Member of the European Parliament, 
Member of the Committee on Culture 
and Education

Born in 1974 in Białystok, Poland, Tomasz Frankowski is 
a former Polish national footballer. After his successful football 
career, he became a member of the Civic Platform. Following 
his election to the European Parliament in 2019, he is a member  
of the Committee on Culture and Education and the Committee  
on Transport and Tourism. He is also a co-Chair of the Sports 
Group in the European Parliament. 

Patricia GARCIA
Founder of Grupo Femxa 

Patricia García Graduate in English Philology from the University 
of Vigo, she has an Advanced Management Program from the 
Madrid Business Institute and a Professional Expert in e-Learning 
Training from the UNED. Patricia García Graduate in English 
Philology from the University of Vigo, she has an Advanced 
Management Program from the Madrid Business Institute and 
a Professional Expert in e-Learning Training from the UNED. 
Since 2018 she is also president Business Circle of Galicia.

SPEAKERSSPEAKERS

Dr. phil.  
Jule HILDMANN 
Senior Research Fellow in Outdoor 
Environmental Education at the 
University of Edinburgh, Scotland/UK.

She is a lead researcher in FOLM. Her research and teaching 
explore the benefits of nature experience for personal 
and social growth and wellbeing within a framework of 
sustainability, as well as the leadership perspective of how to 
facilitate these learning processes with outdoor experiential 
learning as pedagogy. Jule has qualifications in formal and non-
formal education as well as outdoor learning and counselling. 

Prof Arnold
KŁONCZYŃSKI
Vice-Rector for Student Affairs and 
Education Quality, Gdańsk University 

Historian involved in many projects related to diplomatic, 
political and economic issues between Poland and Scandinavia 
in 20th Century. Author of many innovative programs in the 
field of academic education.
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Margareta PRZYBYŁA
Freelance EU Public Affairs Consultant

Margareta started her professional career in Brussels in 2006 
and since that time she has been working on EU-related issues. 
She has significant professional experience gained during 10 years
in the European Parliament, in the Permanent Representation 
of Poland to the EU as well as in the EU Public Affairs sector. 
She has complex expertise on EU labour and social affairs 
as well as unique understanding of the EU legislative process 
and functioning of EU institutions together with practical 
experience in interinstitutional negotiations and cooperation 
with social partners.

Tim SCHREIBER
Policy Off icer, European Commission,
DG Employment, Social Affairs and
Inclusion, Unit B.3- Vocational Education
and Training, CEDEFOP

Policy Officer at the European Commission’s Directorate-
General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion (DG EMPL).
He works in the unit in charge of Vocational Education
and Training (VET). His tasks focus on the skills needed
for the green transition on the labour market, innovation
in VET as well as higher VET.

Michael TEUTSCH 
Head of Unit “Schools and 
multilingualism” in the European 
Commission’s Directorate General for 
Education, Youth, Sport and Culture  

The unit is a policy and programme unit dealing with (1) 
policy cooperation in the areas of schools and multilingualism 
(2) with the European flagship programme Erasmus+ in the 
areas of schools, vocational education and training, and adult 
learning, and (3) the digital education platforms eTwinning, 
School Education Gateway, and the European adult learning 
platform EPALE.

Sabine VERHEYEN 
Member of the European Parliament 
for the German Christian Democrats 
(CDU) 

In 2019 she got elected as Chairwoman of the Committee 
for Culture and Education, after having served as coordinator 
for the European People`s Party in this committee for five 
years. She focuses in particular on education and media policy 
as well as digital agenda issues. Furthermore, she is a member 
of the special committee on disinformation. As former mayor 
of Aachen (1999 to 2009), she focuses additionally on issues 
that are of relevance to the local authorities.

Maximiliano Prieto 
MONSON
OL Programme Director 
Madrid Outdoor Education & Adventure 
Therapy Europe Network Coordination 
Team member

Maximiliano holds a BA in Psychology from the University 
of Minnesota and a MSc in Outdoor Education from the 
University of Edinburgh. His work in Outdoor Therapy 
and Outdoor Learning includes developing and facilitating 
training and outdoor learning programmes throughout Spain. 
He is part of the Adventure Therapy Europe Network 
Coordination Team. 

Robert PLUMMER
Senior Adviser for Social Affairs, 
BusinessEurope 

He is a senior adviser responsible for issues concerning 
migration and mobility, education and skills, social dialogue 
and the European Labour Authority. Prior to joining 
BusinessEurope, Robert worked as a political adviser for the 
Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe (ALDE) party.  
He attended Keele University in the UK and holds a Ph.D. 
He also has an MA in European industrial relations  
and human resource management and a BA in human 
geography and human resource management. 

Simon WHITE 
Operation Resource Manager,  
Venture Trust

Simon has worked in the outdoor education sector for over 
20 years, working with school children of all ages, as well as 
adults. Over the last 10 years he has focussed on delivering 
personal development courses to those who have faced 
difficulties in their lives. He currently manages the wilderness 
operations for Venture Trust – delivering expedition places 
for up to 400 people a year.

SPEAKERSSPEAKERS
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RECOMMENDATIONS EVENT SUMMARY

NEF Brussels  
Recommendations
Changing labor market

January 26th, 2022

3. 90% of upskilling and reskilling courses are 
f inanced by the EU employers. There is enormous 
necessity for the life-long learning mindset to 
develop in youth. At least 60% of adults should 
par ticipate in upskilling and reskilling trainings.

4. By 2030 2,5 mln new employment opportunities 
will be created in the EU. In this time “Green 
Skills” will constitute a cross-sectorial challenge.

Outdoor learning
6. Environmental awareness strengthens decision-

making processes in Outdoor Learning par ticipants 
as they realize consequences of their actions.

7. Outdoor Learning creates a safe space for 
self-development i.e. asking for help is more 
natural than in a classroom environment.

1. EU decision makers should create more 
opportunities for job seekers to acknowledge 
and appreciate their skills and talents and build 
their careers based on these qualities.

2. Skill mismatches are still one of the biggest 
challenges of the European labor market 
diagnosed by Business Europe.

5. Cantabria Chamber of Commerce has recognized 
stronger motivation and conf idence among 
youth who have sought employment after FOLM 
experience (www.folmweb.com). Out of almost 
1.000 youth, 1/3 of FOLM par ticipants have entered 
the labor market and ½ re-entered education. 

Source: Photos from the expedition in Poland organized by CIE in the project FOLM “From Outdoor to Labour Market” 
benef ited from a EUR 3,400,000 grant awarded by Iceland, Lichtenstein, and Norway as a par t of the EEA and 
Norway Grants Fund for Youth Employment.

Source: Photos from the expedition in the project Siła Bieszczad project based on the Outdoor Learning model,  
co-f inanced by the project “A Chance - New Opportunities for Adults”, implemented under the Polish Agency  
for Enterprise Development 2014 - 2020, co-f inanced by the European Union from the EU Social Fund.

Enhancing Learning processes
learning more relevant and appealing.

14. Sustainability topics should be embedded from 
very early childhood education and social par tners 
should lead substantial par ts of such learning.

15. Education leaders’ attitudes toward blended 
learning should be strengthened so they are 
more open to this education concept.

11. Teacher’s role as a guide is indispensable, 
however school buildings are not 
essential for the learning process.

12. School buildings are not the best environment 
for learning. European Commission 
strongly supports blended learning.

13. Local communities should be more 
engaged in the education processes making 

NEF+ Partners:

8. During Outdoor Learning, challenges change 
into achievements, i.e. working on quality team 
cooperation – they become transferable values, 
based on which self-esteem is nourished.

9. Outdoor context is often a buster to strengthen 
par ticular skills required for workplace,  

i.e. it is easier to try something new with 
no harm to the employment stability.

10. “Green recovery” – coming back to enjoying being 
outside can be observed due to Covid-19 pandemic. 
In this context, Outdoor Learning also enhances 
learning about fragility of the natural environment.

Siła Bieszczad

From Outdoor to Labour Market
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RECOMMENDATIONS EVENT SUMMARY

Event summary

have given the welcoming statements. We have heard 
many valuable words from the Commissioner, but one 
sentence that stuck in our minds the most and gave us 
cause for optimism: “Now, after two years of a pandemic, 
education will be the basis for a return to normality...”

During the NEF discussions, we asked ourselves  
a number of important questions, namely:

• How can we benef it from Outdoor Learning 
in vocational education and training in the context  
of formal education, including upgrading 
and conversion of skills?

• How can we strengthen the labour market 
with Outdoor Learning?

• What skills do employers in the European Union  
look for in potential employers?

This year’s edition of the New Education Forum Brussels 
came at a crucial time - as experts have pointed out - 
that it has been two years since the world was shaken 
by a pandemic. We have heard that it is very important 
today to acquire the Transversal skills that employers 
value today. The panelists stressed the usefulness of 
combining formal education with informal learning 
opportunities in the open air. Thanks to outdoor training, 
we not only strengthen ourselves, but also improve 
teamwork or the handling of various problems. “We must 
continue to invest in the aim of strengthening educational 
competence at the European level”, said Brando Benifei, 
Member of the European Parliament.

There was one more important statement that:  
“We need to increase and maximize the potential of the 
education system” - Mariya Gabriel, EU Commissioner 
for Innovation, Research, Culture, Education and Youth

Outdoor Learning looks a little different in every country. 
We have different habits and methods, which are also 
due to different climatic conditions – but what unites us 
is the desire for change and forwards! 

“We are aware that there are many professions that can 
benef it from Outdoor Learning. We want to make open-air  
training a reality” - says Simon White, Head of the Venture 
Trust for Operations Resources. Initiatives such as NEF+  
enable us to meet the expectations of vocational educators.

On the 26th of January, 2022, the 25th edition of the New 
Education Forum (NEF) Brussels took place in the online 
version, under the topic “Crossing VET and Outdoor”.

This time, NEF event provided an opportunity to present 
VET issues in the context of Outdoor Learning and 
to present the initiative of the New Education Forum 
+ (NEF+) - including the project description, project 
objectives, presentation of the NEF+ project website 
and online repository. Project NEF+ is funded by the 
Erasmus+ programme.

Mariya Gabriel, EU Commissioner for Innovation, Research,  
Culture, Education and Youth, and Tomasz Frankowski, 
Member of the European Parliament, CULT Commission, 

In the discussion on labour markets and opportunities 
for young people, it became clear that despite a lack 
of f inancial resources, they are trying to create attractive 
jobs, at the same time taking care of their employees 
in every way.

“Small and medium – sized enterprises invest in VET 
the most, because it is they who care most about raising 
the qualif ications of their employees”, stressed in speech 
Holger Haug from Germany - Co-founder Centrum 
für Erlebnispädagogik, Co-owner, Die Seminarschneider.

In closing speech summarizing the event of the NEF, 
Brando Benifei, Member of the European Parliament, 
EMPL Committee, from Italy, made the following statement: 
“It is now very important to learn the transversal skills 
needed in the workplace. We need to combine formal 
education with informal learning opportunities, such 
as learning how to work in a team or how to deal with 
dif ferent issues. We must continue to invest in this dual 
objective of strengthening educational competences 
at European level. (…) The European Union must continue 
to invest in educational programmes”.

During the discussion, international exper ts highlighted 
the lack of storage space for Outdoor Learning 
resources. Thanks to the NEF + project and funds from 
the Erasmus + project, an open online repository was 
created, containing materials to facilitate the introduction 
of the subject of Outdoor Learning and the individual 
application of individual tools for everyday work in 
education. Especially now when the world is recovering 
from more than 2 years of the coronavirus pandemic. 
NEF + responds to the need to disseminate the Outdoor 
Learning methodology in formal and informal education, 
as well as open access to knowledge and good practice.

The event was attended by 171 participants from different 
countries, mostly from Europe, but also from South America 
and 32 participants from the partner institutions of the NEF+ 
project. We are delighted with this great commitment of our 
worldwide NEF community. Thank you for joining us!

We are pleased to inform you that the next New Education 
Forum will take place in Warsaw on 24th and 25th of May, 
2022. More information will follow soon!  
Stay up to date with us and follow our social media.
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